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abstract: A change in the environmental conditions across space—
for example, altitude or latitude—can cause significant changes in
the density of a vegetation type and, consequently, in spatial con-
nectivity. We use spatially explicit simulations to study the transition
from connected to fragmented vegetation. A static (gradient per-
colation) model is compared to dynamic (gradient contact process)
models. Connectivity is characterized from the perspective of various
species that use this vegetation type for habitat and differ in dispersal
or migration range, that is, “step length” across the landscape. The
boundary of connected vegetation delineated by a particular step
length is termed the “ hull edge.” We found that for every step length
and for every gradient, the hull edge is a fractal with dimension 7/
4. The result is the same for different spatial models, suggesting that
there are universal laws in ecotone geometry. To demonstrate that
the model is applicable to real data, a hull edge of fractal dimension
7/4 is shown on a satellite image of a pin˜on-juniper woodland on a
hillside. We propose to use the hull edge to define the boundary of
a vegetation type unambiguously. This offers a new tool for detecting
a shift of the boundary due to a climate change.
Keywords: patch dynamics, landscape connectivity, environmental
gradient, tree line, fractal geometry.
Introduction
The distribution of vegetation across environmental gra-
dients has received considerable attention since the be-
ginnings of vegetation science, for example, in gradient
analysis (Whittaker and Niering 1965). Interest in this
topic increased further after reports of significant shifts in
vegetation boundaries (e.g., tree lines) due to recent cli-
mate changes (Allen and Breshears 1998; Danby and Hik
2007). Detecting boundary shifts has been suggested for
biomonitoring climate change (Kimball and Weihrauch
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2000; but see Zeng and Malanson 2006 and references
therein).
Because the geometries of most natural vegetation
boundaries are complicated, it is not self-evident what to
measure, that is, which feature of a boundary could be
sufficiently general to enable comparisons between years
and/or geographic regions. Observing the vegetation along
a gradient, for example, from lower to higher altitudes
across an alpine tree line, often reveals a complex pattern
of patches. Inside the forest zone, a relatively high cover
of forest is interspersed with gaps of various sizes. The
average gap size typically increases toward the edge, where
small gaps become large enough to coalesce. At that point,
the forest becomes fragmented. Farther uphill, the sizes of
fragments decrease and the forest vegetation vanishes; see
the map in Zeng and Malanson (2006). Apart from alpine
tree lines, the same general pattern has also been docu-
mented at the edges of a gallery forest (map in Loehle et
al. 1996) and of pin˜on-juniper woodlands (map in Milne
et al. 1996). Several studies have emphasized that natural
boundaries are not straight lines but gradual (“soft”; For-
man 1995), with a transition zone (ecotone) of consid-
erable spatial extent.
In this article, we study the geometry of this transition
zone with spatially explicit numerical simulations. Our
main objective is to model the effect of smooth changes
in environmental conditions. Moving along a gradient, the
density of a particular vegetation type (e.g., forest) de-
creases. A decrease in density inevitably leads to fragmen-
tation. An abrupt change from the connected to the frag-
mented state occurs even along a smooth gradient. This
phenomenon is studied here with gradient percolation
models. The simplest case is the gradient random map
(GRM). There, the probability that a site will be occupied
by a certain vegetation type changes continuously through
space, without correlations between the states of different
sites. This model is static, in the sense that it does not
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Figure 1: A, Examples of percolation neighborhoods. Suppose the gray site in the center is occupied. If any other site within the highlighted
neighborhood is occupied, it belongs to the same patch as the gray site when the maximum step length s is 1 (top), 2 (middle), or 4 (bottom). B,
Definition of the hull edge for . The hull edge can be delineated using a left-turning biased walk, which finds the leftmost path within thesp 1
connected patch (for details, see “Determination of the Hull Edge by a Biased Walk”). Numbers and crosses mark the steps along the path. C, Hull
edge for . Now the walk can skip over some vacant sites along the way. Relative to B, the boundary shifts to the left, and fewer fragmentssp 2
remain. Distinct fragments are labeled with different letters.
account for the dynamics of site occupancy. As a step
toward more realism, we also investigate the gradient con-
tact process (GCP), in which local colonization and ex-
tinction events are modeled explicitly and a dynamic
boundary is investigated. We assume that the colonization
distance is limited, so that the states of adjacent sites are
correlated.
In both the GRM and the GCP, space is represented by
a square lattice, and only two states of the lattice sites,
vacant and occupied, are distinguished. We analyze the
spatial pattern of occupied sites from the perspective of a
species that moves (i.e., migrates or disperses) across this
patchy landscape. We assume that two occupied sites are
connected and hence belong to the same vegetation patch
if and only if the species can move from one site to the
other without stepping on a vacant site in between.
Crossing a vacant area is possible, but residence (i.e., end-
ing the step there) is not permitted. Various step lengths
are tested, and the environmental gradient is also varied.
This organism-centered description of the landscape al-
lows us to analyze connectivity on various spatial scales.
Both empirical and modeling studies have emphasized that
the same landscape can be connected or fragmented, de-
pending on the movement range of the actual species (For-
man 1995; Ims 1995; With and Crist 1995; With et al.
1997; Wiens 1997; Sole´ and Bascompte 2006). For ex-
ample, an area with wetland patches in North Carolina
was found to be connected for mink (Mustela vison;
) but fragmented for prothonotarydispersal range ≈ 25 km
warblers (Prothonotaria citrea; dispersal range mostly !12
km; Bunn et al. 2000). By changing the step length in the
simulations, we can test whether species with different
dispersal ranges experience different geometries.
For each step length, we determine which sites are con-
nected and hence belong to the same patch (i.e., perco-
lation cluster). The largest patch is generally the one that
connects the highest number of sites in the region of low
density to the region of highest density. If the gradient
points along the horizontal x-direction from sparse to full
vegetation cover, this patch will span from the bottom to
the top of the lattice (fig. 1), a property that can be used
in delineating the edge. The probability of two distinct
large patches in the densest region is negligible in a suf-
ficiently large lattice. Therefore, we call the largest patch
the “connected patch.” All the other patches we call “frag-
ments.” Finally, we delineate the connected patch’s hull
edge (Milne et al. 1996), which is a set of the farthest
points a species can reach without experiencing habitat
fragmentation.
We show that the hull edge has a fractal structure and
that its fractal dimension depends on neither theD p 7/4f
gradient nor the step length of the species. The fractal
dimension is, furthermore, the same in the GRM and the
GCP and is thus insensitive to correlations introduced by
a limited colonization distance. Because of this robust frac-
tal property, we propose that the hull edge is a good can-
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didate for locating and monitoring vegetation boundaries
and comparing them across years, geographic regions, or
biomes.
Percolation through a Landscape with
an Environmental Gradient
A frequently used method for studying the connectivity
structure of a landscape is percolation modeling. The main
focus of percolation theory is spatial spreading in a het-
erogeneous medium consisting of occupied and vacant
sites (Stauffer and Aharony 1994). In a typical ecological
setting, an occupied site is one containing a particular
habitat type (i.e., suitable for the particular organism). The
significance of percolation theory for ecology was recog-
nized in the late 1980s (Gardner et al. 1987). Since then,
a number of papers have investigated habitat maps with
simulations and field data (Gustafson and Parker 1992;
Milne 1992; Plotnick and Gardner 1993; Loehle et al. 1996;
With 1997; Li 2002; He and Hubbell 2003; Sole´ et al. 2005).
Effects of percolation on population dynamics have also
been investigated (Andre´n 1994; With and Crist 1995; Bas-
compte and Sole´ 1996; Oborny et al. 2007).
A commonly used neutral model in ecology relevant to
percolation is the so-called random map. In a random
map, the lattice sites are occupied or vacant independently
of each other. Conventionally, the map is uniform, in the
sense that every site has the same probability p of being
occupied (i.e., no gradient is assumed). After the set of
occupied sites is determined, it is partitioned into patches,
depending on the maximum step length s. All the sites
belonging to the same patch can be connected by a walk
that moves from one occupied site to another, taking steps
no longer than s. For sites in distinct patches, no such
path exists. In this article, we study patches generated for
s equal to 1, 2, and 4 lattice spacings (fig. 1A).
Although the construction of uniform random maps
(URMs) is simple, they have several intriguing properties.
When the occupancy probability p is changed continuously
from 0 to 1, the landscape suddenly changes from a frag-
mented to a connected state, that is, there is a critical value
pc at which the random map undergoes a phase transition.
As p increases and approaches pc, the average patch size
S of a randomly chosen occupied site increases very rap-
idly. In an infinite lattice near pc, S follows the scaling law
, with and hence diverges at pc.
gS ∝ Fp  pF gp 43/18c
Increasing p further, the probability P that a randomly
chosen occupied site belongs to an infinitely large con-
nected patch becomes larger than 0. The value of P follows
a scaling law , with . With the con-bP ∝ (p p ) bp 5/36c
nected patch excluded, the average size of the fragmented
patches above pc decreases following the same scaling law
as that below pc, .
gS ∝ Fp  pFc
While the existence of a sharp transition from frag-
mented to connected landscapes is already remarkable, it
is even more surprising that the critical exponents b and
g are universal; that is, they are independent of the ge-
ometry of the lattice and the step length s. A square lattice
has the same critical exponents as triangular, hexagonal,
or even more complex lattices. We can even work in con-
tinuous space without referring to any underlying lattice
(Meester and Roy 1996). The only factor determining the
values of these exponents is the dimension of the system
(Stauffer and Aharony 1994), which in landscape ecology
is typically . Therefore, random maps possess someDp 2
robust features that are insensitive to the local details of
the model. (For ecological implications, see Oborny et al.
2007.)
The gradient random map (GRM) is a straightforward
generalization of the URM for modeling spatial distri-
butions along environmental gradients. We assume that
the occupancy probability p(x) changes with the spatial
position x along a gradient. The simplest assumption is a
linear function,
p(x)p p  g x, (1)0 p
where gp is a constant gradient (fig. 2A). The GRM was
first introduced in statistical physics to model the diffusion
of particles in a solid (Sapoval et al. 1985). In ecology,
Milne et al. (1996) applied the GRM for studying the
ecotone between grassland and pin˜on-juniper woodlands
in New Mexico. They interpreted the change from frag-
mented to connected woodland cover as the percolating
phase transition of the GRM.
To determine the precise position where the connected-
to-fragmented transition occurs, it is necessary to identify
the boundary, or hull edge, of the connected patch. The
hull edge in the simplest case, , is defined as the setsp 1
of all sites in the connected patch that are adjacent to
exterior vacant sites (fig. 1B). These are vacant sites con-
nected via nearest or next-nearest neighbors to the largest
contiguous vacant area around the connected patch. Met-
aphorically, the hull edge is the “coastline” where the con-
nected patch is in contact with the surrounding “ocean”
of vacant sites. Interior vacant “lakes” are disregarded. The
hull edge can be delineated by a left-turning biased walk
along the coastline (see “Determination of the Hull Edge
by a Biased Walk”). This method can also be generalized
to define the hull edge for step lengths (fig. 1C).s 1 1
A common feature between our work and the study by
Milne et al. (1996) is the use of various step lengths
( and in Milne et al.; , 2, and 4 in oursp 1 2 sp 1
study). The results of Milne et al. clearly show a transition
from a connected to a fragmented state with the decrease
of woodland cover p. We develop this approach further
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Figure 2: Comparison of the three gradient models investigated in this article. A, Gradient random map (GRM). B, Gradient contact process with
linear change in the colonization rate (GCPc). C, Gradient contact process with linear change in the extinction rate (GCPe). The highlighted curves
in A–C are the hull edges for step length . Occupied sites (gray) are less aggregated on the random map A than in the contact processes Bsp 2
and C. D–F, Overall population density n and hull density h, averaged over 1,000 independent realizations, for the GRM (D), the GCPc (E), and
the GCPe (F). Upper horizontal axis: local values of p, c, or e. Lower horizontal axis: spatial position x.
by investigating the geometry of the hull edge for the GRM
as well as other landscape models.
A Dynamic Model of Occupancy: The Contact Process
The occupation by a particular type of vegetation of a real
landscape is autocorrelated, at least on some spatial scales,
unlike vegetation on a random map. Several studies de-
velop a null model by introducing a scale-free, fractal
structure (e.g., Palmer 1988; Milne 1990; Plotnick et al.
1993; With et al. 1997; With and King 1999; Olff and
Ritchie 2002). An alternative method is to aggregate sites
on one or more spatial scales (see a review in Keitt 2000).
Most approaches are static, in the sense that the generated
pattern does not change over time, but some dynamic
methods have also been proposed. The simplest dynamic
process that creates aggregation by repeated colonization
and extinction events is the so-called contact process.
Originally introduced to model contagion in epidemics
(Harris 1974), the contact process has found applications
in many other fields as a simple model of spatial spreading.
In the context of ecology, the contact process is the sim-
plest spatially explicit implementation of the logistic model
of population growth and also of the Levins model of
metapopulation growth (Levins 1969; see Dytham 2000
for a review of spatially explicit Levins models). Accord-
ingly, several studies have used the contact process to
investigate the spreading and persistence of (meta)popu-
lations in space (Barkham and Hance 1982; Crawley and
May 1987; Anderson and May 1991; Durrett and Levin
1994; Levin and Durrett 1996; Holmes 1997; Franc 2004;
Sole´ and Bascompte 2006; see Oborny et al. 2007 for a
review).
In the contact process, two states of the sites are dis-
tinguished: occupied and vacant. An occupied site can
colonize vacant sites in the neighborhood. The basic con-
tact process, as introduced by Harris (1974), operates on
a square lattice. The rates of colonization c and extinction
e are the same in every site. Let us call this basic model
without any gradient the uniform contact process (UCP).
The rules described in figure 3 generate a straightforward,
spatially explicit version of a logistic, or Levins, process.
Although not analytically solvable, efficient numerical sim-
ulations are possible (see “Contact Process Algorithm”).
To our knowledge, we are the first to apply the contact
process as a model of broad-scale vegetation dynamics on
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Figure 3: Updating rules in the contact process. A, If a site is vacant,
then we count the number of occupied neighbors k in its four-site neigh-
borhood. During a small time interval dt, the focal site becomes occupied
with a probability . In other words, c is the rate at which one(kc/4) 7 dt
occupied site attempts to colonize any of its four neighboring sites. This
neighborhood-dependent rule expresses local density dependence of the
colonization process. B, Occupied sites become vacant (i.e., extinction
occurs) with a probability . The extinction process is assumed toe 7 dt
be independent of the neighbors.
the landscape level. Since the contact process assumes
spreading through neighborhood contacts, the only veg-
etation types that are suitable for this model are those in
which the proximity of existing patches is important for
the local community assembly, that is, in which long
“jumps” are unlikely. Within this constraint, we are free
to choose the spatial extent of a lattice site (i.e., the lattice
constant) and the size of the neighborhood. Holland et
al. (2007) have pointed out that some features of spatially
explicit models can depend on the geometry of the neigh-
borhood. However, Lennon et al. (1997) varied the neigh-
borhood size in the uniform contact process (UCP), where
c and e are the same for all sites, and concluded that several
important features, such as the overall ratio of occupied
to vacant sites, are rather insensitive to the neighborhood
definition. Therefore, the arbitrary choice of a four-site
neighborhood should not make the results too specific:
they are likely to be valid, at least qualitatively, for a
broader set of models. For the sake of simplicity, we con-
sider only colonization from a four-site neighborhood (fig.
3; note that the organism that is assumed to move between
the vegetation patches can step outside this neighborhood
if ).s 1 1
Because we are interested in vegetation transition zones,
we modify the UCP by introducing an environmental gra-
dient. In a gradient contact process (GCP), the coloni-
zation rate c and/or the extinction rate e changes with the
spatial position x. For example, c(x) may vary linearly
while e(x) is constant,
c(x)p c  g x, e(x)p 1p constant, (2)0 c
or vice versa,
c(x)p 1p constant, e(x)p e  g x, (3)0 e
where gc and ge are constant gradients. We refer to the
model of equation (2) as GCPc and that of equation (3)
as GCPe. Examples are shown in figures 2B and 2C,
respectively.
Both rules have been applied in metapopulation ecology
for the study of range limits of species (Holt and Keitt
2000). Lennon et al. (1997) applied somewhat more com-
plex rules for colonization, testing various neighborhood
sizes and shapes. Both studies showed a phenomenon of
fundamental importance: a sharp boundary may emerge
even across a smooth environmental gradient. A small
change in c or e can cause occupancy to decline sharply
in the vicinity of the range limit. In spite of this sharpness,
the boundary is not frozen but fluctuates over time (fig.
5 of Lennon et al. 1997). The standard deviation of oc-
cupancy peaks around the region where the mean shows
rapid decline (Holt and Keitt 2000; Antonovics et al. 2006).
Results from Lennon et al. (1997) suggest that the shape
of the gradient is relatively unimportant. Changing e(x)
from a linear to an exponential function in equation (3)
caused quantitative but not qualitative changes in the pat-
tern of occupancy.
Our work is closely related to these studies, but we do
not focus on the position x along the gradient where the
vegetation vanishes. Instead, we examine the hull edge,
that is, the boundary between connected and fragmented
vegetation, where occupancy is still rather high. Our goal
is to show that, although different models (GRM, GCPc,
GCPe) may differ in their dynamics, spatial autocorrela-
tions, and visual appearance (fig. 2), they have several
scaling laws in common.
Numerical Simulations
We perform numerical simulations to study the GRM,
GCPc, and GCPe models (according to eqq. [1], [2], and
[3], respectively). To construct the GRM, we randomly fill
all sites with the predetermined probabilities p(x). To pro-
duce the GCP patterns, we let the contact process run
from an initial state until equilibration (see “Removing
Transients and Finite-Size Effects in the GCP” for details).
Then we identify the connected patch and delineate the
hull edge for step lengths , 2, and 4. We now presentsp 1
several variables to characterize the patterns.
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Overall density profile. The overall density profile n(x)
is the number of occupied sites in column x divided by
L, the number of sites in that column. (In our simulations,
we use .) Clearly, n(x) increases monotonicallyLp 4,096
from unfavorable to favorable conditions. In the GRM,
this change is linear (fig. 2D), according to equation (1).
In the GCPc and GCPe, the emergence of the density profile
is more complex. It results from dynamic colonization-
extinction processes and shows a rather sharp increase
from to positive values of n (fig. 2E, 2F). The thresh-np 0
old where the transition from zero to positive density oc-
curs is at in the GCPc and in thec(x) ≈ 1.65 e(x) ≈ 0.61
GCPe. Therefore, the rate of colonization must exceed the
rate of extinction by ≈65% to enable survival. This is
approximately the same value observed in the correspond-
ing uniform contact process (Marro and Dickmann 1999).
Hull density profile. To locate the transition between
connected and fragmented vegetation, we calculate the hull
density h(x), the fraction of sites in column x belonging
to the hull edge. Despite different overall density profiles
n(x), h(x) is in all three models bell shaped and symmetric
about the maximum (fig. 2D–2F, similar to the GRM re-
sults of Milne et al. 1996). There are several tasks in which
a well-defined place along the gradient has to be singled
out as the “borderline” of the actual vegetation type. We
propose to use the mean x-coordinate for this purpose.x¯
It is located at rather high densities. For , for ex-sp 2
ample, (GRM) or (GCPc and¯ ¯n(x) ≈ 0.29 n(x) ≈ 0.32
GCPe). The reason for the shift is the emergence of spatial
autocorrelations in the GCPs. (Similar shifts have been
observed in other correlated lattices by Mendelson [1997].)
A shorter step size shifts the borderline toward a higher
density. For example, in the GRM, increases from¯n(x)
0.09 to 0.59 as s decreases from 4 to 1. It is notable that
the same value, , was found by Milne and col-¯n(x) ≈ 0.59
leagues in a similar GRM at . The same authorssp 1
confirmed this theoretical prediction, using empirical data
from a pin˜on-juniper woodland edge in New Mexico
(Milne et al. 1996).
Width and length of the hull. We define the width of the
hull w as the standard deviation of the x-coordinates
around the mean . The length of the hull u is defined asx¯
the number of lattice sites visited by the left-turning walk
along the edge. We present the formal definitions of these
variables and the detailed results in “Width and Length of
the Hull” in the appendix. Here we summarize the main
results. Larger gradients, that is, steeper slopes, or longer
step lengths s lead to smaller w and u. We find that both
variables scale as power laws, and ,4/7 3/7w ∝ g u ∝ g
where g stands for the gradient in the respective vegetation
model (gp, gc, or ge). Interestingly, the exponents depend
on neither s nor the particular model, although occupied
sites in the GCPs are aggregated, unlike in the GRM (see
“Aggregation of the Occupied Sites in the GCPs”). The
result suggests that the GCP’s autocorrelations do not have
any significant effect on these fundamental geometric fea-
tures of the hull edge.
Fractal dimension. We calculate the fractal dimension Df
of the hull edge with the equipaced polygon method (Batty
and Longley 1994; a detailed description of this method
is given in “Fractal Dimension and the Equipaced Polygon
Method”). The results (fig. 4) suggest the validity of scaling
laws , where is the average distance be-1/D¯ ¯fd(k) ∝ k d(k)
tween k steps in the left-turning walk. Two different scaling
regimes can be distinguished. For small k, the value of Df
fits (least squares fit for ); at1.73 0.03 16 ≤ k ≤ 512
larger values, there is a crossover to . This indicatesD p 1f
that the hull edge is a fractal at small length scales and
becomes similar to a simple straight line when viewed in
coarser resolution. It is remarkable that the fractal di-
mension is approximately , and this is the sameD p 7/4f
at every value of step length s and in every model (GRM,
GCPc, and GCPe). The value has been conjec-D p 7/4f
tured in earlier theoretical studies for the particular case
of and GRM (Sapoval et al. 1985). Recent mathe-sp 1
matical work supports this conjecture (Smirnov and Wer-
ner 2001). Our results lead to the surprising conclusion
that this value is not specific to the GRM or , andsp 1
we may expect universal scaling behavior at the hull edge,
independent of the exact interactions between occupied
and vacant sites.
Application to Empirical Data
As an example of the hull edge of an empirical vegetation
transition, we investigate the boundary of a pin˜on-juniper
woodland on a slope of the Sandia Mountains in central
New Mexico (following Milne et al. [1996], who had de-
scribed the hull edge of the same vegetation type in this
region). We used a high-resolution Google Earth image
(fig. 5A) to obtain a binary matrix ( ; fig. 5B),748# 1,106
in which woody and nonwoody vegetation are distin-
guished. The largest (connected) woodland patch was
identified, and its hull edge was outlined and analyzed by
the method described for the simulated data. (See “Back-
ground Information about Figure 5A, 5B” for a detailed
description of the site and of the image analysis.)
The results show remarkable similarities to the simu-
lations. The overall density profile is half-bell shaped and
suggests a rather steep slope, where n increases from low
( ) to high densities ( ) over less than 200n ≈ 0.25 n ≈ 0.7
m (fig. 5C). The density of occupancy at the borderline,
, is approximately 0.48 at and 0.60 at .¯n(x) sp 2 sp 1
The latter is in agreement with the result of Milne et al.
(1996) and with the theoretical value of the percolation
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Figure 4: Fractal dimension of the hull edge. A, To determine the fractal dimension, we calculate the average of ( ), the distancesd , d , … , d1 2 m
between k steps in the left-turning walk for a fixed number k. In A, . B–D, The average distance versus k on double-logarithmic axes.¯kp 3 d(k)
For small k, scales as the four-sevenths power of k, indicating a fractal dimension . For large k, there is a crossover to . Thed¯(k) D p 7/4 D p 1f f
gradients used for the figure are . The specific choice of the gradients influences the crossover positions between the two4g p g p g p 3 7 10p c e
different scaling regimes, but the exponents remain the same for other gradients. (Each data point is the average over 10 realizations. The error
bars are smaller than the symbols.)
threshold in uniform random maps at (0.592746;sp 1
Stauffer and Aharony 1994).
The fractal geometry of the hull in the Sandia Mountains
example also shows similarities to our models. Over more
than one order of magnitude, one can plausibly fit a power
law, (fig. 5D). Thus, at length scales of around4/7d¯(k) ∝ k
10–100 m, we confirm the fractal dimension thatD p 7/4f
we found in our simulations. There is also a clear indi-
cation of the predicted crossover to linear scaling at large
step lengths.
Discussion
Abrupt Changes along a Smooth Environmental Gradient
The delineation of vegetation zones across gradients of
altitude, latitude, moisture, and so forth, is the most com-
mon way to express that discrete units of vegetation may
be identified, in spite of continuous changes in the en-
vironmental background. Several studies have suggested
interpreting these changes as critical phase transitions
(Loehle et al. 1996; Milne et al. 1996; Wilson et al. 1996;
Milne 1998; Li 2002). Our study promotes this approach:
we interpret the transition from connected to fragmented
vegetation as a percolation transition of a gradient contact
process. We identify scaling laws for the width, length, and
fractal dimension of the hull edge that characterize this
transition.
The emergence of a sharp boundary is usually explained
by positive feedback caused by a cooperative interaction
between members of the community (Loehle et al. 1996;
Milne et al. 1996; Wilson et al. 1996; Keitt et al. 2001; Li
2002; Zeng and Malanson 2006; Sole´ 2007). It is reasonable
to assume that positive feedback would sharpen the
boundary. Nevertheless, other models demonstrate that
this is not a prerequisite for a sudden transition; relatively
sharp borderlines can emerge even in the absence of any
positive feedback. Lennon et al. (1997) and Holt and Keitt
(2000) analyzed several gradient lattice models; those with
linear changes in colonization or extinction rates are di-
rectly comparable with our GCPs. All these models agree
that the density of occupied sites declines rapidly toward
the extinction edge, yielding a half-bell-shaped curve (fig.
2E, 2F). This rapid decline is caused by a failure in the
density regulation that occurs where c approaches e
(Oborny et al. 2005). One of the practically important
consequences is that a sharp drop in the density does not
necessarily indicate that there is a similarly sharp change
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Figure 5: Edge of a pin˜on-juniper woodland along a slope in the Sandia Mountains (Cibola National Forest, New Mexico). A, Satellite image. B,
Processed binary image. One pixel is around . The hull edge for is marked in black. C, Overall density n and hull density h80 cm# 80 cm sp 2
as functions of position in the north-south direction. D, Estimation of the fractal dimension with step lengths , 2, or 3. The notation is thesp 1
same as in figure 4.
in the environmental conditions (see also Cza´ra´n 1989;
Wilson et al. 1996; Lennon et al. 1997; Wiegand et al.
2006). The tendency toward spontaneous “sharpening”
suggests that vegetation boundaries can, indeed, be suit-
able candidates for monitoring climate change (as sug-
gested, e.g., by Kimball and Weihrauch [2000]).
Position of the Edge
Locating the edge of a vegetation type or a species is a
prerequisite for investigating several ecological problems.
The working definition of the edge should be robust
against microscopic (local) differences in these systems and
should pinpoint some macroscopic properties of ecological
importance. One obvious candidate solution is to deter-
mine the dividing line between sites of zero and nonzero
occupation probability. However, this idea turns out to be
impractical. A large number of samples are required to
accurately determine the average density n(x), especially
where n(x) is very small. Consider the example of a UCP
on an infinite lattice. There, fluctuations are known to
increase strongly at the threshold value of where thec/e
vegetation vanishes, that is, where n(x) becomes 0. There-
fore, the size of the sample area that could statistically
represent the system increases disproportionately, and so
does the required observation time (see Oborny et al. 2007
for details). A gradient system cannot have infinitely large
fluctuations, but the problem of increasing fluctuations
toward the edge is clearly detectable (see fig. 5 in Lennon
et al. 1997; Antonovics et al. 2006). Alternatively, one could
consider the boundary to be the region of the steepest
gradient in n(x) (Timoney et al. 1993). Unfortunately, for
this definition we would have to estimate the derivative
of n(x), which is even noisier than an estimate of n itself.
We suggest delineating the borderline between the con-
nected and the fragmented portions of the distribution.
More specifically, the borderline in our definition is the
mean position of the hull edge. Among the rich varietyx¯
of methods for edge detection (see a review in Fortin et
al. 2005), this method has some advantages in comparing
edges across time, space, or species. First, the edge defined
in this way possesses several scaling laws (width, length,
and fractal dimension) that are robust, that is, insensitive
to the microscopic details of the system. Second, it is rel-
atively easy to estimate even from snapshot data. Third,
statistical fluctuations are smaller near the hull edge than
in the extinction zone. Fourth, edge effects, including any
interference with a neighboring vegetation type, are less
significant in the more internal, higher-density zone.
Several papers have emphasized the importance of a
dynamic approach to range edges, in particular for inves-
tigating the causal link between local population processes
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and broader-scale distribution patterns (e.g., Wilson et al.
1996; Lennon et al. 1997; Davis et al. 1998; Holt and Keitt
2000; Keymer et al. 2000; Maurer and Taper 2002; He and
Hubbell 2003; Fortin et al. 2005; Guo et al. 2005; Holt et
al. 2005; Parmesan et al. 2005; Travis et al. 2005; Anto-
novics et al. 2006; Bahn et al. 2006). In vegetation science,
this connection has always been an important issue, es-
pecially in the study of patch dynamics (Pickett and White
1985; Gosz 1993). In this article, we argue that in spite of
the large variety in processes and patterns, the scaling laws
valid for the static GRM are also applicable to dynamic
models like the GCP.
Fragmentation at the Edge: Ecotone Geometry
A decline in the occupation density necessarily brings
about changes in the geometry. Studies in uniform (i.e.,
nongradient) systems have shown that the size distribu-
tion, isolation, perimeter/area ratio, and other geometric
features of patches can significantly change with overall
density (see Fahrig 2003 for a review). The same applies
along a gradient, with the interesting addition that the
densely occupied region can affect the sparsely occupied
one. Figures 2 and 5B illustrate that in the transition re-
gion, “peninsulas” stretch out of the connected patch and
penetrate rather deep into the fragmented region. Con-
sequently, isolation of the fragments is less severe in gra-
dient environments than in uniform environments with
respective values of n. An additional factor that decreases
isolation is fluctuation of the edge. Waves of occupancy
can spread out occasionally even into a rather sparsely
populated region (Lennon et al. 1997; Antonovics et al.
2006). UCP simulations (Oborny et al. 2007) and nu-
merical experiments with the GCP (Holt and Keitt 2000)
suggest that fluctuations peak around the extinction edge;
therefore, this effect can be strong. It is likely that the
connected patch dominates over a broad region, at least
in the long run (i.e., in a dynamic view, considering de-
cades or hundreds of years).
In “An Outlook to the Significance of Fragmentation at
the Edge,” we show some examples of an organism-
centered view of habitat fragmentation and consider the
potential consequences of the change from connected to
fragmented habitat structure toward a range edge.
Robust Scaling Laws at the Edge
Many properties of a boundary are not robust against
changes in the parameter values or local details of rules
in the model. For example, the position, width, and length
of the hull edge sensitively depend on the step length s.
For a species with longer s, the hull edge shifts to lower
habitat densities and becomes narrower and shorter. The
gradient g also influences the hull edge: the steeper the
gradient, the narrower and shorter the edge. Furthermore,
the GCP produces much larger patches than the GRM (see
“Aggregation of the Occupied Sites in the GCPs”). But
there are three scaling laws that prove to be intriguingly
robust. The width w and length u of the hull edge satisfy
and . Most importantly, the hull edge is4/7 3/7w ∝ g u ∝ g
a fractal with dimension . The values of theseD p 7/4f
exponents depend on neither s nor g and are not changed
by varying the local details of pattern generation. We found
identical values for the GRM, the GCPc, and the GCPe.
Sapoval et al. (1985) proposed that the fractal dimension
of the GRM is related to the critical exponents b and g
that characterize the size of the connected patch and the
fragment size in the uniform process (see “Percolation
through a Landscape with an Environmental Gradient”)
through the equation . For the knownD p 1 2/(2b g)f
values and , this equation indeedbp 5/36 gp 43/18
yields . The scaling exponents for w and u canD p 7/4f
also be related to the fundamental exponents b and g; see
“Width and Length of the Hull.” Since b and g are uni-
versal (i.e., independent of the lattice), the same is true
for the scaling laws for w, u, and Df. In particular, they
are also expected to be valid in correlated lattices as long
as the correlations between the states of the sites (occupied
or vacant) decay over short distances. This condition is
met in the GCP because the hull edge is some distance
away from the extinction edge, where correlations are
strongest. We hypothesize that many other dynamic mod-
els would satisfy this rather weak condition, short corre-
lation length; therefore, the same scaling laws presumably
hold for a wide range of vegetation maps.
Fractal geometries generated by living organisms have
been a fruitful subject of research for a long time (e.g.,
Palmer 1988; Milne 1990; Forman 1995; Loehle et al. 1996;
Li 2002; see a general review of scaling laws in biology in
Brown and West 2000 and recent reviews focusing on eco-
logical implications: Sole´ and Bascompte 2006 and Storch
et al. 2007). As far as we know, our study is the first
exploratory step toward studying the fractal geometry of
vegetation boundaries in a systematic way. This geometry
is important from the aspect of ecotone effects (cf. Ims
1995) and ecological flows (Forman 1995; Wiens 1995).
Several papers have emphasized the importance of the
scale of animal movement (e.g., during migration or for-
aging) relative to the scale of habitat patches (e.g., Milne
1990; Ims 1995; Wiens 1995; Olff and Ritchie 2002). Our
study provides an example for a component in the habitat
pattern, the hull edge, that is scale free and therefore is
likely to be perceived by different organisms in the same
way.
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Applicability of the Model and Further Questions
In order to observe an edge pattern emerging from
colonization-extinction events, a sufficiently large area is
needed relative to the distance of spreading. For example,
if the vegetation can spread maximally 1 m per year under
ideal conditions and the area over which the environment
changes is 500 m, causing a decline from high to zero
vegetation cover, then the available system size is 500 sites
(lattice cells) in the x direction. This can be sufficiently
large for our approach. In the transversal (y) direction,
the lattice should be large enough for the estimation of
the fractal dimension. The size and orientation of the lat-
tice have to be chosen such that the hull edge spans from
to the maximum y-coordinate. As a rough guideline,yp 0
the length should be at least 200 sites. We do not rec-
ommend testing the predictions on small (e.g., 100#
) lattices, because the geometric features of the hull are100
unlikely to be observable.
Our models are based on several simplifying assump-
tions. As we have pointed out, the values of the critical
exponents in the scaling laws, including the fractal di-
mension, are expected to be robust against many kinds of
modifications in the model. We list some potential factors
that may change the values of the exponents or cause the
scaling laws to break down.
Nonlinear changes in the environment. The environmen-
tal conditions were assumed to change linearly (eqq. [1]–
[3]). This assumption rarely holds in reality, but if the
change in the environmental conditions is smooth, a linear
approximation may be applicable. Because the same scal-
ing exponents are found for a linear density profile (GRM)
and for two nonlinear density profiles (GCPc and GCPe),
we believe that linearity in the environment or in the
population’s response is not mandatory.
Colonization distance. In our model, we assume that the
vegetation spreads only to the nearest sites. The model can
be readily extended by assuming that farther sites can be
colonized as well, as long as the colonized neighborhood
is finite or the probability of colonization decreases suf-
ficiently fast with distance. This assumption is realistic
because at least some component species are likely to be
dispersal limited. If, however, self-assembly of the vege-
tation can take place at an arbitrary distance from existing
vegetation patches, the GCP is not applicable. A modified
GCP, where colonization at a randomly chosen site is at-
tempted with rate q, interpolates between the GCPe for
and a GRM for and .q r 0 q k c e k c
Inhomogeneities. Another concern about the applicabil-
ity of the model is the occurrence of an inhomogeneity
in the environment in addition to the gradient already
present. This is likely to occur in almost all natural land-
scapes; for example, depth and fertility of the soil may
vary in space. According to investigations in the UCP,
many properties of the contact process remain unchanged
by background heterogeneity if the heterogeneous pattern
is fine-grained in space and can fluctuate randomly over
time, even if the frequency is very low (Szabo´ et al. 2002).
But so-called quenched disorder (i.e., a static heteroge-
neity) influences the behavior of the system fundamentally,
altering, for example, the time dependence of occupancy
(Dickman and Moreira 1998; Szabo´ et al. 2002). We do
not know of any study investigating the GCP with a het-
erogeneous background. From the existing studies on the
UCP we hypothesize that heterogeneity in the environ-
mental background would not influence the model’s pre-
dictions unless the sizes of vegetation patches are smaller
than the correlation length of the heterogeneity.
Nonlinear density dependence. In both the UCP and the
GCP, the probability of colonizing a vacant site is pro-
portional to the number of occupied sites in its neigh-
borhood (fig. 3). This assumption appears to be realistic:
the higher the cover of that vegetation type in the neigh-
borhood, the higher, proportionally, is the probability of
occupying the vacant site. Nevertheless, this assumption
does not necessarily hold in all situations. Nonlinear den-
sity dependence may fundamentally change the behavior
of the system, destroying the scaling relations completely
or introducing new values for the exponents (see a review
in O´dor 2004). This area is largely unknown, especially
for gradients.
Memory effects. Feedback from the state of vegetation
(empty vs. occupied) to the state of environment is another
promising field of research. For example, a vacant site that
has been occupied before can be better colonized because
of soil formation, or autotoxicity by allelopathic com-
pounds may increase the probability of extinction after
some time of occupancy. Such memory effects may have
consequences for the dynamics and the scaling laws.
Multiple vegetation types. Our model is a “single-species”
approach, in the sense that only one vegetation type is
considered and interactions between vegetation types are
disregarded. This simplification may be judicious where
the vegetation type under study meets bare ground (e.g.,
mud at a lakeshore) or dominates strongly over the al-
ternative vegetation type. For example, an altitudinal or
latitudinal tree line may be assumed (at least, in some
situations) to spread until the living conditions are suitable
for the trees. Predictive models about the distribution of
forest vegetation often disregard the effect of the alter-
native, nonforest vegetation. In many cases, however, the
formation of the edge may be better approximated by a
“two-species” model: a struggle zone is formed by an in-
teraction between two vegetation types. Since the hull edge
is at rather high densities (fig. 2), it is possible that the
struggle zone is farther away from the hull edge, so that
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the existence of an alternative vegetation type does not
influence predictions about scaling laws. But this condition
must be checked in every two-species case. The end of the
struggle zone (i.e., the farthest point at which the alter-
native vegetation type occurs) must not reach up to the
hull edge; otherwise, both species have to be modeled
simultaneously.
Conclusion
In summary, we describe and analyze two neutral models:
a simple one with no spatial correlation (GRM) and a
more complex one with spatial correlation (GCP). Both
models are neutral, in the sense that either no interaction
between the sites is assumed (in the GRM) or the inter-
actions are assumed to be the most parsimonious (in the
GCP). Both models predict a fractal dimension D pf
for the hull edge and additional scaling laws for its7/4
length and width. In spite of the simplicity of these models,
the scaling laws appear to be independent of the local
details of the dynamics. The meaning of “local” depends
on the characteristic length and time scales (correlation
length and relaxation time). An example of a woodland
edge in the Sandia Mountains, New Mexico, shows the
applicability of the model to field data.
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APPENDIX
Supplementary Material
Determination of the Hull Edge by a Biased Walk
Suppose we have identified the connected patch. Let us,
for simplicity, consider first. It would be inefficientsp 1
to find the hull edge by determining, for every site in the
connected patch, whether one of its neighbors is an ex-
terior vacant site. This requires investigating even those
sites that are deep inside the patch’s interior. There is a
faster algorithm that avoids investigating every site in the
connected patch.
The hull edge can be interpreted as the leftmost path
on the connected patch in figure 1B from the bottom to
the top. Grossman and Aharony (1986) noticed that this
latter point of view can be exploited by constructing the
hull edge as a walk that stays as close to the left as possible.
We start at the connected patch site in the row withyp 1
the smallest x-coordinate and label this position with a
subscript 0; thus, . Next, we attempt to walk(x , y p 1)0 0
to the site above, . If that site is occupied, we label(x , 2)0
it as our new position, . Otherwise, we move to the(x , y )1 1
right, that is, to , which now has to be occupied,(x  1, 1)0
because is in the connected patch.(x , 1)0
With this initial seed, we begin a biased left-turning
walk checking iteratively the four neighbors to the left,
forward, right, and backward, in precisely this order. The
direction is always measured with respect to the last move.
The first occupied neighbor we find becomes our new
position, labeled with a subindex equal to the number of
steps taken so far. The walk terminates when we reach the
leftmost connected patch site in the top row, . Atyp L
this point, all the hull sites have been visited at least once,
and, conversely, all visited sites belong to the hull edge.
If , the species can step over a limited number ofs 1 1
vacant sites, and the topology around the boundary of the
connected patch becomes more complicated (fig. 1C).
However, we can still define the hull edge. As before, we
attempt to turn as far to the left as possible within the
permitted s-neighborhood after every step. Visiting a site
multiple times is permitted, but crossing our previous path
is forbidden. A forbidden move is treated as if it did not
exist. If there is more than one site in the same direction,
we first attempt to walk to the site closest to our present
location. This algorithm provides a simple, intuitive, and
unique definition of the hull edge for arbitrary s. We il-
lustrate this method for in figure 1C.sp 2
Contact Process Algorithm
Strictly, the gradient contact process (GCP) is a contin-
uous-time stochastic process: local colonization and ex-
tinction events are Poisson processes with rates c(x) and
e(x) respectively, so that the waiting-time distribution for
each such event is an exponential. In practice, we ap-
proximate the continuous-time process by the following
discrete-time algorithm.
First, time is initialized as , and some arbitrary,tp 0
nonempty initial configuration of occupied and vacant
sites is generated on a square lattice with linear size L.
Periodic boundary conditions are applied in the y-direc-
tion, so that is adjacent to . In each update,yp 1 yp L
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we choose randomly one of the occupied sites, (x, y), with
a rate proportional to , the site’s total rate ofc(x) e(x)
colonization and extinction. This can be implemented by
determining the maximum rate r p max (c(x)max x
across the entire system, picking a site at randome(x))
and accepting it for an update with probability (c(x)
. We then choose one of five processes: coloni-e(x))/rmax
zation in one of the four principal directions or extinction.
Their probabilities are for colonization in(1/4) 7 c/(c e)
each of the four neighbors of (x, y) and for ex-e/(c e)
tinction. Time is then incremented by the inverse of the
total rate with which sites are picked,
1
Dtp (c(x , y ) e(x , y )) , (A1) i i i i[ ]
(x , y )occupiedi i
where the sum is over all sites occupied at time t. If we
attempt to colonize an already occupied neighbor, the lat-
tice remains unchanged. This procedure does not faithfully
implement the Poissonian nature of the process, because
the time increment is correct only on average, while its
higher momenta are incorrect. The procedure, however,
becomes exact in the limit of infinitely large systems. None
of the results presented in this article relies on an exact
implementation of time.
Removing Transients and Finite-Size Effects in the GCP
In the GCP, we monitor the overall instantaneous density
at all times t and for each columnn(x, t)p  N(x, y, t)/Ly
x, setting if (x, y) is occupied at time t andNp 1 Np
otherwise. In a typical run started from a random initial0
condition, the density will first undergo rapid changes and
then stabilize, with only small fluctuations around an as-
ymptotic temporal average value .n¯(x)
Because we focus on time-averaged (i.e., stationary)
quantities in this article, we must not include data taken
before the system has equilibrated. To determine the du-
ration of the transient, we run two simulations in parallel,
one starting from a full lattice and another initialized with
only 10% of the sites occupied. When the difference be-
tween the densities of the two systems is less than the
standard deviation of the fluctuations around for alln¯(x)
x, we assume that the stationary state has been reached.
For the rates c(x) and e(x) used in this article, this point
is typically reached for .100 ≤ t ≤ 1,000
Apart from possible distortions during the transient,
another source of systematic errors can be caused by finite
lattices. We reduce finite-size effects in two ways. First, we
use large lattices ( ), so that only a small fractionLp 4,096
of sites are on the edges of the lattice. Second, we choose
periodic boundary conditions in the y-direction; that is,
(x, L) is considered to be a neighbor of (x, 1) for all x, so
that even sites along the top and bottom edges can be
colonized from two sites in the same column.
Width and Length of the Hull
After performing a left-turning walk to trace out the hull
edge, the coordinates of the j steps along the edgej 1
are . We define the mean x-(x , y ), (x , y ), … , (x , y )0 0 1 1 j j
position of the hull edge as
j
1
x¯p x (A2) ij 1 ip0
and, correspondingly, the width of the hull edge as the
standard deviation around the mean as
j1
2 ¯wp  (x  x) . (A3)i
ip0j 1
The total length of the hull edge is defined as the sum of
the Euclidean distances between two consecutive steps on
the edge,
j
2 2up (x  x )  (y  y ) . (A4) i i1 i i1
ip1
We calculated the length u and width w of the hull edge
for various gradients in the three models. Plotting the data
on double-logarithmic axes (fig. A1) reveals that the width
and length scale as power laws,
zuu ∝ g ,
z ww ∝ g , (A5)
where g stands for the gradient in the respective model,
that is, gp in the GRM, gc in the GCPc, and ge in the GCPe.
Interestingly, the fitted lines suggest the same values for
the exponents in the different models (GRM, GCPc, and
GCPe) and for different step lengths s. The fitted exponents
are between 0.426 and 0.434 for zu and between 0.559 and
0.572 for zw. For the GRM, Sapoval et al. (1985) argued
that the exact values are andz p 3/7p 0.428 z pu w
, in agreement with our results. In terms of4/7p 0.572
the critical percolation exponents b and g introduced in
“Percolation through a Landscape with an Environmental
Gradient,” the conjecture by Sapoval et al. can be expressed
as and .z p 2/(2b g 2) z p (2b g)/(2b g 2)u w
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Figure A1: The length u (top) and width w (bottom) of the hull edge as a function of the gradient in the gradient random map (GRM, A), the
gradient contact process with linear change in the colonization rate (GCPc, B), and the gradient contact process with linear change in the extinction
rate (GCPe, C). Note that both axes are logarithmic. The dashed lines indicate the theoretical slopes 3/7 (top) and 4/7 (bottom). Each data point
is an average over 200 lattices. The error bars are smaller than the symbols.
Fractal Dimension and the Equipaced Polygon Method
Since the seminal work of Mandelbrot (1982), it has be-
come widely appreciated that many patterns in nature are
best described by noninteger (i.e., fractal) dimensions.
These dimensions can be determined empirically using a
variety of methods, for example, by counting boxes or
calculating density correlations at various length scales. In
this article, we use the equipaced polygon method (Batty
and Longley 1994) to determine the dimension Df of var-
ious hull edges. This method has the advantage of being
easily carried out in both computer simulations and mea-
surements in the field.
First, we construct the hull edge as a left-turning walk,
as outlined in “Determination of the Hull Edge by a Biased
Walk.” Let us denote the sites in the walk as
, where j is the total number of steps.(x , y ), … , (x , y )0 0 j j
Next, we repeatedly skip intermediate steps and con-k 1
sider the distances between two end points (fig.d , … , d1 m
4A),
2 2d p (x  x )  (y  y ) , … ,1 k 0 k 0
2 2d p (x  x )  (y  y ) . (A6)m mk (m1)k mk (m1)k
Here, m is the largest integer such that . Ifm ≤ j/k mk !
, the last few steps in the walk are ignored. We thenj
calculate the average,
m
1
d¯(k)p d . (A7) im ip1
If , we simply have , since, according to¯kp 1 d(1)p u/j
equation (A4), the distances of all j steps in the walk add
up to the total length u of the hull edge. For larger k, we
ignore several intermediate steps and directly connect
longer distances between sites on the walk, so that d¯(k)
increases with k. For instance, if all j steps were along a
straight line, it is straightforward to show that d¯(k) ≈
.¯kd(1)
The method can be generalized for geometrical objects
other than straight lines. Suppose we are tracing a fractal
curve with rulers of length r. Then, by definition of the
fractal dimension Df, the number of rulers N needed to
get from one end of the curve to the opposite end scales
as (Feder 1988). If we use the step sizes in theDfN ∝ r
biased walk as our rulers, we have a varying ruler length,
and only on average . The number of these rulers¯rp d(k)
is , so that . For a fixed number ofD¯ fNp m m ∝ d(k)
steps j, m scales as k1, and we arrive at . Thus,1/D¯ fd(k) ∝ k
a double-logarithmic plot of versus k should yield ad¯(k)
straight line, as in figure 4B–4D. The inverse of its slope
is the fractal dimension Df.
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Figure A2: Fragment sizes S for the gradient contact process and gradient random map with linear change in the colonization rate (GCPc and
GRMc, respectively; A) and the gradient contact process and gradient random map with linear change in the extinction rate (GCPe and GRMe,
respectively; B). The parameters are the same as in figure 2E, 2F.
Aggregation of the Occupied Sites in the GCPs
To demonstrate that the GCP produces an aggregated dis-
tribution of occupied sites, we define two reference mod-
els, GRMc and GRMe, in which each column in the lattice
is occupied with the same mean density n(x) as in the
GCPc and GCPe (shown in fig. 2E, 2F) but the occupied
sites are randomized within each column. The GRMc and
GRMe are thus random maps with nonlinear density pro-
files, in which the occupied and empty sites are un-
correlated.
As a measure of fragmentation, we calculate the average
patch size of a randomly chosen occupied site with co-
ordinate x. We exclude the sites in the connected patch
because the size of this patch diverges. Formally, we define
the fragment size as , where F(x,
L
S(x)p  F(x, y)/G(x)yp1
y) is the number of sites in the same fragment as (x, y)
and G(x) is the number of all sites in row x that are a
part of a fragment.
A comparison between the patch sizes S in the two GCPs
and the corresponding random references is shown in fig-
ure A2. The maximum of S in both the GCPc and the
GCPe is more than twice as large as that for the corre-
sponding random reference, indicating spatial aggregation.
The aggregation is caused by dispersal limitation, that is,
the constraint that only neighboring sites can be colonized.
Whenever the neighborhood is finite, this phenomenon
will occur.
Background Information about Figure 5A, 5B
To demonstrate the application of the method on a real
vegetation pattern, we searched for a region on Google
Earth where a tree line is clearly visible in fine resolution
and the slope is rather even (i.e., the topography does not
vary too much perpendicularly to the gradient, in the y-
direction). We chose a boundary of a pin˜on-juniper wood-
land in the Sandia Ranger District of Cibola National For-
est (351330N latitude, 1062830W longitude). The size
of the area is approximately , with forest600 m# 900 m
cover increasing from south to north, that is, from down-
hill to uphill, according to increasing moisture. A specific
advantage of the site is that Milne et al. (1996) studied
the hull edge of the same vegetation type in the same
district. The satellite image (fig. 5A) was converted from
JPEG format into a binary map (woodland vs. nonwood-
land; fig. 5B) by using Otsu’s (1979) method. This pro-
cedure resulted in a binary matrix, which was748# 1,106
analyzed with the same methods as used for the analysis
of the simulated patterns. There was only a minor differ-
ence: periodic boundary conditions were not applicable
on the real-life map. We identified the largest (connected)
patch, marked its hull edge at different step lengths
( , 2, or 3), and estimated the fractal dimension insp 1
the 10–100-m range.
An Outlook to the Significance of
Fragmentation at the Edge
Before deciding whether a landscape is connected or frag-
mented in practice, we need to have an estimate for s, the
movement range of the actual species under study (cf.
Forman 1995; Ims 1995; With and Crist 1995; With et al.
1997; Wiens 1997; Bunn et al. 2000; Sole´ and Bascompte
2006). For example, brown kiwi (Apteryx australis) has
been observed to cross 80 m between forest patches readily,
but greater distances significantly decreased the chance of
colonization; a 500-m distance proved to be impassable
(Potter 1990). A flying bird species, the Mexican spotted
owl (Strix occidentalis lucida), was estimated to disperse
over 145 km, and it was found that, at least in some parts
of the range, juveniles can establish new territories 10–20
km away from their natal territory. Keitt et al. (1997)
analyzed percolation properties of the bird’s nesting hab-
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itat, mixed conifer forests and ponderosa pine forests in
the southwestern United States, and concluded that the
actual landscape went from a fragmented to a connected
phase as the dispersal distance exceeded 45 km. It is in-
teresting to link these results with our dynamic model, the
GCP, where the connected and fragmented phase occur
on the same map. The hull edge represents the margin of
the forest types required by the species.
The chance to spread from the mainland to habitat
islands and back may have serious consequences for the
occurrence of genetic drift in the islands (Vucetich and
Waite 2003) and for local adaptation (Bahn et al. 2006;
for a review, see Goldberg and Lande 2007). Increasing
habitat fragmentation at the range margin was observed,
for example, in three amphibian species (spotted sala-
mander, wood frog, and red-spotted newt) in Connecticut
(Gibbs 1998). Our study underlines that a “snapshot”-type
study of isolation may be insufficient whenever splitting
and merging between islands and mainland can occur,
typically in a dynamic habitat. While the hull edge can be
delineated from snapshot data, the degree of isolation of
individual sites can be assessed only from repeated sam-
plings over time.
Another important consequence of habitat fragmenta-
tion at the edge is a transition from traditional population
dynamics to metapopulation dynamics. Figure 1B, 1C il-
lustrate that the same place along gradient x can provide
connected habitat for one species but fragmented habitat
for another with a smaller step length. A difference in
habitat connectivity may affect competitive hierarchy. For
example, Brown (1971) found that tree density was a key
factor in determining the result of competition between
two chipmunk species. Eutamias dorsalis excluded Euta-
mias umbrinus in sparse pin˜on-juniper woodlands because
E. dorsalis was better at moving across open ground and
chasing away its competitor with aggressive attacks. In
denser forests, however, E. umbrinus could move between
trees to avoid attacks, and the competitive hierarchy
turned: E. umbrinus excluded E. dorsalis.
Community diversity is also expected to change along
the gradient (cf. Sole´ et al. 2004). The effect of decreasing
habitat density is straightforward; the effect of a concom-
itant fragmentation requires more careful consideration.
Fahrig (2003) unraveled these two factors and reviewed a
large number of empirical studies on uniform (i.e., non-
gradient) landscapes. In all studies, she found that de-
creased density (“habitat loss”) reduces biodiversity but
that the effect of fragmentation is ambiguous: both in-
crease and decrease have been observed. A traditional is-
land biogeographic reasoning would predict species loss
in smaller and more distant patches. Furthermore, many
species are known to require a minimal patch size for
survival. For example, the bog fritillary butterfly was es-
timated to require a 0.2-ha minimal patch area to establish
a local population in a highly fragmented landscape in
Belgium (Mennechez et al. 2003). Edge effects are twofold:
some species react negatively and others positively to edges
(Fahrig 2003). Partially isolated patches may provide tem-
porary refugia for prey against predators, hosts against
parasites, or subordinate species against dominant com-
petitors, stabilizing their coexistence (see Durrett and
Levin 1994; Cza´ra´n 1997; Nee et al. 1997; Fahrig 2003;
Sole´ and Bascompte 2006 and references therein). The
uncertainty about whether fragmentation has a net positive
or negative effect is expressed in the “single large or several
small” debate in conservation biology (Primack 1998). We
do not suggest any general solution but merely point out
that the transition from high to low connectivity is abrupt
in a gradient situation. The sizes and shapes of individual
patches and their degrees of isolation change dynamically.
Naturally, not only the occupied area but also the vacant
area can be viewed as a habitat. Gap structure was studied
with a uniform percolation model in a rainforest in Pan-
ama (Sole´ et al. 2005). Complementary information (about
gap structure and patch structure) would be important in
a variety of landscapes, because in an autocorrelated case
(e.g., in a UCP or a GCP), the statistics of occupied patches
cannot be expected to be the same as the statistics of the
vacant patches (unlike those in a URM or a GRM).
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